While contemporary civil engineering projects are increasingly complex, the cognitive abilities of the decision maker remain limited. There is a conflict between the complexity that is required to describe a scenario with all its relevant properties and the limited number of ideas that can be included in rational considerations and decisions. A resolution requires the decision maker to construct a limited model that includes the most significant features. In this paper, a systems approach provides a general decisionmaking scheme that makes involvement in broadly based decisions accessible. This scheme is valid at all scales and in all classes of problems. This paper establishes a practical method for generating systems that contain all features relevant to a professional decision. The criterion of decision invariance is offered as a guide for establishing the size of the system model considered by the decision maker. It is argued that surprises cannot be avoided and must form an integral part of the decision.
Introduction
A central undertaking in civil engineering is making decisions that meet project objectives, in the face of uncertainty, and in a defined time period. Ideally, such decisions take account of all matters and are the best amongst alternatives. However, time, resources, and other constraints limit the matters considered. A problem for the civil engineer is to determine a framework that includes all matters critical to the decision and that is useful in facilitating decisions; there must be a limit established beyond which matters will no longer be considered. Two concerns influence this limit:
1) There are bounds to the ability of humans to consider ideas. Miller (1956) contends that humans can hold seven (plus or minus two) "chunks" in memory. Dijksterhuis, et al. (2006) argue that sound rational decisions are made with no more than three or four aspects.
2) Many civil engineering projects involve human agencies, which often introduce additional vague humanistic considerations into the decision; as the limits to the decision grow, vagueness increases. Petroski's (2010) account of the decision on the location of Hoover Dam highway bypass is an illustrative example of the latter. By his account, the decision team generated three alternatives and an additional one was provided by the Sierra Club. Just before the publication of the first environmental impact statement the agency providing the main source of funding changed priorities and withdrew. Two adjacent states promoted the project and input was obtained from the National Park Service, the Federal Highway Authority, and other agencies as well as interested parties and stakeholders at public meetings. The team considered not only technical matters, but also cultural mores, visual impacts and ecology. The expertise of the civil engineering profession was an essential contributing feature in the decision analysis. While everyday civil engineering decisions will not be on the grand scale of the Hoover Dam by-pass, they are significant and often introduce views beyond the technical.
Involvement in broad decisions that involve non-technical considerations is made more difficult by the present trends in the profession toward specialization and reduced dialogue. These trends are illustrated in Table 1 , which lists the origins of papers and discussions in the proceedings and transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) between 1935 and 1985. Through 1985 over 60% 0t the papers and 70% of the discussions were in the hands of practitioners, whereas by 1985 these numbers had dropped to 28% and 46%. Over the same fifty year period the discussions for each paper changed from 5.9 in 1935 to 0.2 in 1985. Although the number of papers published annually increased by over 25 times in that period, the number of discussions actually droped. There has been a significant decrease in the ratio of practice papers to research papers, and in the ratio of number of discussions to number of papers. Since then internal arrangements in ASCE have established institutes, which identify members with a specialty rather than the general profession. The consequence is the availability of an extraordinary competence in these special fields, yet this very specialization in a narrow area conflicts with involvement by civil engineers in decisions that require consideration of broader issues. Reduced dialogue means that engineers are not as involved in discussing the nuances that have to be considered. This paper provides a general scheme for decision-making that makes involvement in broadly based decisions accessible and that is valid at all scales and in all classes of problems. The first section establishes the type of professional decisions with which the study is concerned. The framework for systems analysis that is used throughout the paper is then presented. A teleological (goal-oriented) model is used to frame the decision. Relevant aspects of system complexity and constraints are then discussed leading to two guidelines for decision-making: the criterion of decision invariance is offered as a guide for establishing the size of the system considered and the need to avoid surprises is then emphasized. Following this, the proposals are discussed further.
Decisions
Typical of professional decisions in civil engineering practice is the design of an artifact. An example is a bridge where the type of structure, the dimensions and materials are known and the member properties are to be determined. The work moves from the general to the individual members and then requires the reassembly into the finished project. The system is mechanistic where the effects of causes is understood and the logic deductive. The framework of the system is generated by means of these causal relationships. The decision maker interacts with other engineers and utilizes regulations and codes. This design situation is a normal part of practice and presents no problems of concern for this study.
To reach that starting point the civil engineer has to be involved with the situations presented by Petroski in the events that lead to the completion of the Glen Canyon bridge. The civil engineer provides assessments of technical feasibility by means of professional calculations and opinions. Additionally interactions with other professionals, the public through the political system, the various impacted federal and state agencies and active interest groups, the financing agents, amongst other constituencies would be required. This is the type of situation that this paper is intended to address. The object is to construct a framework capable of defining a system that allows for the two concerns of the Introduction, namely the limits to the number of topics that can be considered and decisions made, and the introduction of vagueness into the scheme, that leads to a decision in a defined time without neglecting complexities that might arise. The decision making scheme proposed is teleological in form. Parts may be mechanistic, but these will be accommodated without changing the goal directed purpose. This view of the professional decision environment demands additional skills and attitudes on the part of the decision maker.
Framework for Systems Analysis
Decisions by civil engineers reflect the real world in which they are embedded. This world involves vague features such as political will and cultural mores as well as the explicit technical ones with which practitioners are comfortable. For purposes of systems analysis, it can be represented as an interconnected network of discrete entities. Each entity has constitutive rules that define its properties; the connections between entities reflect the processes by which one entity influences the properties of another. As an example, a structural model can be described as such a system. The entities are structural members whose constitutive properties describe how the members are stressed and strained under end forces. The connections describe how external forces and individual members influence the end forces in other members. Viewed from a broader perspective, this structural model could be a single entity in a larger system.
The view of systems taken in this paper can be interpreted holistically whereby the whole is more than the sum of its parts. This can be traced back to Smuts (1926) . Thus the network may display emergent properties that none of the entities has individually; the emergent properties cannot be identified by studying the individual parts of the system in isolation. These emergent properties can be beneficial or detrimental and may not always be anticipated. Those that are not anticipated are termed unintended consequences and obviously cannot be used to make decisions.
The network just described can be viewed as mechanistic (descriptive of the causal relations involved) or as teleological (directed toward a goal). The mechanistic approach is basic to scientific understanding while the teleological approach relates directly to decision-making. In the teleological approach the entities are factors that are considered influential in the decision and the connections represent how the factors are relevant to each other. Thus, central to the teleological approach is a clear question and identification of factors relevant to providing an answer. When considering this question, in keeping with the above-mentioned limits on human thinking, limits should be maintained with regard to the number of factors considered at any one time. While contemporary computer support systems allow for organization of ideas and decision analysis, professional engineers are still ultimately responsible for the decisions and although guided by such support arrangements, the decisions will depend on their assessments and judgments. Thus, limits should still be maintained. The sudden loss of funding in the example of the Hoover Dam suggest that there is a need to consider direct influences to the decision from seemingly far actors. Another example of the same is a 1976 court decision that stopped the provision of sea barriers at the east end of Lake Ponchatrain; this was done in favor of preserving environmental features although the prevailing engineering view was that these barriers would have helped protect New Orleans from hurricane-generated floods (Heiberg 2007) . Such matters suggest the following desiderata:
• The posing of a question,
• A limited number of entities considered at any one time, and • Provision for late entrants into the process. These matters are illustrated by an example of a decision about a new bridge to be designed and built across a navigable river. The location is on a forest road that will become part of a state road system. The present crossing is by ferry. Fig. 1 addresses the teleological question, "what type of structure will be used (arch, cable stay, truss, etc.)?" Five features are considered to affect the decision directly:
• Access to the site, • River use, • Ground conditions, • Availability of experienced contractors, and • Availability of local materials.
These are termed Group 1 (shown in light grey) and contain a manageably small number of entities. Feeding into these five is a second echelon of seven features. This is Group 2 (shown in medium grey) and consists of:
• Supplies, and • Local construction activities.
Access will depend on the ferry and the state of the forest road; the ground conditions and materials available will depend on the geology. The state of the river will depend on the local ecology. None of the features in Group 2 connect with the question: what type of structure will be used? The only connections are between Groups 2 and 1, and within Group 2. Feeding into Group 2 are the six features:
• Corps of Engineers, and • Future economic activity. These are Group 3 (shown in dark grey) and do not feed into the question but only within their Group or to Group 2. Finally there are:
• Laws, and • Political activity. This last group is Group 4 (shown in black), which can affect the decision through both intermediate connections and directly, in an extreme sense with veto power, as well as by intermediate connections. A veto action would come as a surprise in as much as the project would usually have political blessings and appear to be lawful, but circumstances can always change. Additional entities could feed into the scheme, but a boundary has to be established. This is not the only way of representing the system, but one possible way that might make sense and be useful for one engineer; another engineer may choose differently.
While the teleological model must be based on the real world system and must include all the necessary complicating information, it must also be significantly simplified to keep within limits of the ability for humans to carry ideas. By breaking the model into groups, the number of features addressed at any one time is limited. Initially, attention is focused on the main question and only the entities from Group 1 inform that decision. When the view is broadened, Group 1 is the new focus with Group 2 informing it. This changing scene can be continued as the view is broadened further. In this way, the number of ideas contemplated and posed in the question is controlled. If broader considerations suggest changes to one group, the view can be narrowed once more to investigate the ramifications on the main decision.
.
Complexity
In general, the modeling of the real world such as in Fig. 1 should be of use to the professional decision maker and will have different constructions depending on the question posed and the real world system involved. A challenge is determining the extent of the system that ensures effective and satisfactory civil engineering decisions. Extension of the modeled system, with additional entities and connections, can increase its complexity, i.e., the system is more interconnected, becomes harder to understand, and has more emergent properties. An increase in system size requires the consideration of more ideas and yet, as referenced above, humans can only carry a limited number at one time. There is a conflict between the complexity required to describe a system with all the relevant emergent properties and the limited number of ideas that can be included in rational considerations and decisions. A resolution requires the decision maker to construct a limited system model that still includes all that is deemed significant. While the real system exists in an extended form, the modeled system for decision making will be a human contrivance with only enough components and connections to represent the critical features. It is a matter for the judgment of the responsible engineer to determine what is included and the manner of inclusion.
System complexity is illustrated with an example of the Columbia River system. The Columbia River in the northwest of the United States is a large and complex system that includes over 400 dams (14 on the Columbia itself), many locks, bridges, docks and control structures, as well as civil engineering responsibilities such as irrigation, transportation, power generation, water supply, recreation, pollution and flood control. Each of these is a system unto itself. These are additionally embedded in humanistic systems of the economy, community beliefs, governance and politics. Within this grand scheme there are operational features that provide functional systems. The barges ply the river and are lifted to other levels in locks located at the dams. Roads and railroads run alongside the river for 200 miles through the Cascade Mountains east of Portland. These are interdependent in as much as the river carries agricultural freight, the rail the freight and the road the people and some freight through the narrow gorge. Any interruptions have an impact on the economics, politics, employment and other connecting systems, e.g., barges disable locks, locks are closed for maintenance, and flow through drainage culverts is interrupted with consequent flooding of road and rail. These operations will be a part of the Columbia River system and hence be impacted by all the features within that system.
This example involves the interaction of independent technical systems vying for the same right-of-way. Discussions leading to decisions regarding these interactions would have been between technical people and would have occurred at intersects of their objectives. The various complexities would have been technical and although the different technical disciplines have differing ways of understanding the world, their methods are similar enough to arrive at solutions relatively easily. The same example also illustrates a different type of complexity that exists when the system boundaries tend to enlarge into regions that incorporate non-technical concerns. Zadeh (1973) conceived a Principle of Incompatibility that applies to these situations, Essentially, our contention is that the conventional quantitative techniques of system analysis are intrinsically unsuited for dealing with humanistic systems or, for that matter, any system whose complexity is comparable to that of humanistic systems. The basis for this contention rests on what might be called the principle of incompatibility. Stated informally, the essence of this principle is that as the complexity of a system increases, our ability to make precise, and yet significant statements about its behavior diminishes until a threshold is reached beyond which precision and significance (or relevance) become almost mutually exclusive characteristics.
The civil engineer has always had to deal with the political community in matters of public works, licensing, planning and other professional activities. However, the last half century has seem many civil engineering matters being thrashed out in the political market place with increased interaction between the civil engineer and other stakeholders such as concerned citizenry, environmentalists and ecologists. Contemporary practice often demands the participation in non-technical considerations where soft topics may be included in the expanded system bounds. In such venues, the engineer may not be able to apply their ideas on rationality to all parts of the problem. The Polis model (Stone 1997) has been designed to describe political decision-making. Table 2 lists the steps in both the Polis and rational models. The engineer's rational scheme appears naively innocent and the political scheme full of sophist cunning. Irrespective of whether the Polis model is valid, political decisions are not made with an engineer's rational scheme. A political rationality takes account of subjective uncertainty and involves decision making in a humanistic and vague environment. These realities have to be confronted in decisions that involve extensive professional system considerations.
Constraints imposed on the decision, by their prescriptive nature, may reduce the numbr of options considered by the engineer. These constraints can help to limit the complexity of the system to a manageable state (not all regulations constrain the decision -the impact of the civil rights and environmental movements in the 1970s imposed a broadening of goals in the decision process). The imposition of budgetary objectives on a project can make for complexity in as much as any introduction of constraints with budgetary demands can result in additional final costs. Indeed the mixture of such constraints and a decision criterion based on minimizing some measure of net costs can lead to a state of confusion when the totl project cost is limited.
Codes of practice were initially developed from within the profession and subsequently adopted by governments as legal standards on design. There exists a justifiable belief that such enforcement will ensure satisfactory technical results. Over the last half century codes have covered more topics and have become more specific in their requirements. Consequently, professional concern has dwelt on meeting the letter of the code rather than seeking features that are unique to a particular problem. The end effect is that codes prescribe much of what occurs in structural design practice but may contribute little to the understanding of that process. Thus, although constraints can be helpful in reducing complexity, following the code is not a substitute for thoughtful consideration of the issues involved.
Decision Guidance
There is a dichotomy presented to civil engineers: on the one hand they are urged to expand their thinking when making decisions and to include wider and wider system boundaries; on the other hand they must make responsible decisions based on a limited number of ideas and alternatives. The system considered in decision-making should be extensive enough to encompass the first concern and yet small enough to allow the practice of the other. Although external constraints may help reduce the ideas considered, constraints alone are not sufficient.
The following criterion is offered to determine the system size to accomplish these goals:
Decision Invariance: The system should be large enough that any subsequent extension of the system boundary does not change the decision. If the decision is maintained with an extension of the system boundary then a likely limit to the decision system has been attained.
If the system under consideration is small then an increase in the system size could result in a change in the decision made. When the system is unbounded, all facets of the information relevant to the decision have been included. Between these extremes it is hoped, but not assured, that a system size will be reached where any increase in the number of entities has a negligible effect on the professional decision. While the criterion of decision invariance is neither necessary nor sufficient, it is easy to follow and helps push decisions towards comprehensive, big picture views.
A second concern is the possibility of a surprise occurring, especially if the consequences are negative. A surprise is an event that has a perceived small chance of happening compared to the chances of other possible events occurring. The usual example is that any hand of cards that is dealt is not surprising even though the probability of the occurrence is small. Whichever hand is dealt has the same chance of happening as any other hand. However, a coin can be made so that its chance of landing and remaining on edge is the same as any hand of cards being dealt. This event would be surprising because the probability is small compared to the alternative probabilities of landing on either face.
The possibility of surprise is particularly troublesome because many surprises with serious or catastrophic consequences may have never been experienced or recorded. Turner and Pidgeon (1997) consider that the conditions for surprising events that can lead to disasters require the absence of information. As an example, consider the response of the public works engineer to rainfall data in Corvallis, Oregon, a town with a population of 50,000. In 1996 the annual rainfall was 25% greater than any value over the previous 107 years It cannot be expected that this event should have or could have been taken into account. Although once such an event occurs it should become a consideration in decision-making even if in the end it dos not change the ultimate outcomeTo focus attention during decision-making toward the known or even unknown surprises, it is instructive to consider the confirmation bias. This has much in common with Popper's (2002) view of science where the intention is to invalidate by example a theory as opposed to finding evidence to support it .In engineering there may be an intention to seek information to support a preferred alternative but does not seek information to disprove it. This leads to failure to consider negative consequences of an alternative if these are not obvious. Although confirmation bias is not the only reason for ignoring surprises (ignorance is another) it is a common and easily addressed problem that can get in the way of identifying surprises. As an extreme it can induce a state of professional hubris. To this end, the following suggestion is offered:
Attempt to disprove the selected alternative. When the selected solution is identified an honest attempt should be made to try to prove that it is not a good alternative. Particular attention should be given to identifying surprising events that can result from pursuing that alternative.
This kind of thinking led to consideration of the late entrants (laws and political activity) discussed above. Disproving the selected alternative fits into step seven on Table 2 : feedback.
The work of Stephens (1998) on safety during launching of nuclear tipped ballistic missiles is a practiced application of invalidation as opposed to finding supporting evidence for a decision, It illustrates how critical the question posed is with respect to future surprise. When the question was, "what provisions have been made to prevent failure?" then the perceived safety of the system was encouraging. When the question was "what can cause failure?" then potential surprises were exposed. In the first case the answers depended on the constructs introduced into the system to enhance safety. The constructs provided additions to the safety level. Thus, the statement "the safety was improved by this, and by this, and by this…" ensured a continuing increase in the probability that the system was safe. The second case uses real experience and allows the identification of failure modes and their remedies. The statement "this failure mode, or this failure, mode, or this failure mode,… can occur, and the problems have been addressed" ensured a reduction in the probability of failure and the avoidance of surprise.
Discussion
To summarize, the typical engineering decision would iteratively follow the steps of the rational model in Table 2 . After determining the goals and objectives, the system model proposed in Fig 1 is used to identify possible alternatives that meet the goals. This model should strike a balance between representing the full complexity of the situation and limiting the concerns to fit within the subjective judgment of the decision maker. Following the criterion of decision invariance, the system boundary in the model is expanded until the decision remains unchanged. The decision is based on the determination of the consequences associated with each alternative that satisfies the objectives and constraints. The aggregated results are compared with respect to the weighted benefit outcomes and the most favorable chosen. In the feedback phase, it is attempted to would be repeated.
While it may be considered ideal to decide from among all possible alternatives in this process, in reality only a few alternatives that satisfy the constrained objectives can be considered given the constraints of time and of resources necessary to gather all the necessary information. This process has been called "satisficing", a portmanteau of "satisfy" and "suffice" (Simon 1957) . If a decision suffices, it will satisfy the objectives and be good enough, but it will not likely be the global optimum decision. This process contributes to the subjective opinion in the decision process despite efforts toward objective rationality.
When the decision involves time, future values such as the inflation rate, technical improvements and costs, and financial arrangements become important. The attempt to compare alternatives on a present worth basis requires a discount rate which is a part of formal economics but which is clouded by ethical overtones when sustainability is considered. The costs of facilities are satisfactorily predicted by the normal bidding process. Future costs and liabilities are more elusive and depend on future technologies and the inflation rate. When discounted at reasonable and accepted rates they may prove substantial enough to vitiate the economic viability of a project.
Even with these limitations, it might be expected that firm figures can be included for the chances of occurrence of different consequences. However, there are difficulties. One concerns the population to be included in the determination of the probabilities. At first blush, the population of all bridges can be attractive. This results in very small probabilities of failure that are used in steps 4 and 5 in Table 2 for the rational method. A more selective and smaller population can also be considered. This restriction can be based on location, environment and structural system. As an example, Washington State has constructed six floating bridges over a half century. Two of these have failed by sinking in storms. This means that decisions made for the design of the last bridge would be based on a probability of failure of 0.4 for this small but relevant population. On this basis, another floating bridge would be rejected and yet this type of structure is well suited for a long bridge over very deep water. Certainly, the failure rate raises a warning flag and technical changes would be made to avoid the causes of the previous failures. Even when the genesis of failure for a full population is considered there is evidence that technical failures are dominated by psychological, organizational and managerial ones (Melchers 1977; Brown, et al. 2008) . The consequent vagueness must be reflected in the assessment of the chances of failure.
In 1977 Ashby suumerised the difficulty:
Despite a great deal of research on the application of probability theory to decisiomaking under conditions of uncertainty, it is pretty evident that an unqualified -and perhaps unquantifiable --human dimension predominates in decisions about these uncertainties. It is a subjective judgement.
Since that time diverse efforts to provide measures or weightings of subjective matters have abounded in civil engineering. The application of Bayes' principle, the use of the multi-valued logic of Lukaisewicz by the construction of fuzzy supports and the employment of entropy as a measure of information are examples. These weightings are introduced into decision processes and comparative judgments are possible.
Even with these comparative measures, the objectivity demanded by the rational method may not be available. The selection of alternatives, probabilities, future costs and benefit, future inflation rates and a discount rate may be as subjective as the items in the political forum. On this basis, the engineer accepts subjectivity and partial information as fundamental in decision-making, even when the process appears to be founded on deterministic rationality.
In post-failure enquiries there is often an emphasis on establishing the immediate cause, often at the expense of higher level originating features; the proposed system methodology is well suited for broadening the scope of such forensic studies. A glaring example is provided by the failure of the first Tacoma Narrows Bridge. The original design by the local owners had a span-to-depth ratio of 112 but funding by a federal agency was contingent on a review board examining the design. As a result of this process, a new design was proposed and built. This design reflected the contemporary paradigm and had a span-to-depth ratio of 350. Failure occurred soon after construction was completed. The replacement bridge has a span-to-depth ratio of 85 (Andrews 1952) . The uncritical acceptance of a paradigm by those involved in the design of suspension bridges is evident in the literature. The concern here is the difficulty, even amongst professional leaders, of viewing the bigger picture. In this case, it included ignoring the past record, not only of failures, but also of disturbing behavior in extant bridges. Additionally the funding arrangements for the Tacoma Narrows Bridge were fundamental to the cause of failure. An emphasis on the system methodology and the likelihood of surprise proposed here can provide a basis for avoiding such complacency. However it is required that the information and evidence that are used in the connections between entities in Fig. 1 , and the entity properties be as complete as possible. For example, the acknowledgement of the interdependence between systems, as represented as between entities in Fig.1 , can avoid surprise associated with a system failure when that system depends on the performance of another system. Thus the stoppage of the Italian nuclear power system due to the failure of the internet system on which it depended (Buldyrev et al. 2010 ) could have been avoided.
Conclusions
This paper establishes a practical method for generating systems that are intended to contain all the relevant features to be considered in a professional decision. The system expands around the decision question in groups of limited size to limit the number of ideas considered at any one time. The limiting number of alternatives or ideas feeding into the decision requires satisficing as opposed to optimizing procedures. The avoidance of surprise is part of all decision-making and ways of considering this are developed.
